The first three words of this beloved hymn by Martin Luther are almost a prophecy of the continued growth and expansion of the Lutheran Church. All over the world, new churches are being built to meet its expanding needs. And . . . here in Boston the new First Lutheran Church with its clean-swept modern lines becomes an enduring landmark that links the rich heritage of the past to the needs of today and the increasing demands of the future.
ARCHITECTS . . . BUILDERS . . . MINIMIZE MATERIAL and LABOR COSTS . . . CUT TIME SCHEDULES
USE GROSSMAN COMPONENTS

* LAMINATED BEAMS and ARCHES
  For massive free spanning requirements of commercial and industrial buildings free of obstructing floor-to-ceiling supports.

* DECKING
  Now available in all popular Western woods, in a full range of patterns and sizes. New striated pattern lends amazing acoustical control.

* TRUSTED RAFTERS
  With unique Teco Wedge-Fit rings that transfer loads or stresses from one member to another with greatest possible efficiency.

* WALL PANELS
  Days of work reduced down to hours when walls are erected with assembled panels. All standard sizes or custom built any size.

* ASSEMBLED DOOR and WINDOW UNITS
  Flanking windows, picture windows, standard windows . . . Exterior doors and interior doors. Whatever style, whatever purpose, Grossman's has it!

* GABLE ENDS
  Styles and sizes stocked for all gable ends . . . in all popular woods and finishes. Exact order filling of all custom work.

* PRE-CUT RAFTERS and FRAMING
  Residential, industrial or commercial. . . . Grossman's has the specific rafter and frame pre-cut in any quantity. Fast site delivery.

FREE ESTIMATES
Large job or small. . . . Grossman's will furnish facts and figures free. Over 65 years of faithful service to New England Architects and Builders.
FIRST STAGE WINNERS IN FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL COMPETITION ANNOUNCED

The six winners of the first stage of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Competition were announced by Edmund N. Bacon, Professional Adviser. The successful competitors among the 574 from all parts of the country who submitted designs were: Abraham W. Geller, architect of New York City associated with Douglas Gordon, Diana Kirsch, and Claude Samton; Tasso Katselas, architect of Pittsburgh; Rolf Myller, architect of New York City; William F. Pedersen and Bradford S. Tilney, architects of Boston associated with Joseph Wasserman, David Beer, and Norman Hoberman, sculptor; J. Edward Luders, architect, Hideo Sasaki, Don Olson and Robert J. Reilly associated as Sasaki-Walker-Luders Associates of Watertown, Massachusetts; and Joseph J. Wehrer, architect of the University of Michigan associated with Harold J. Borkin.

The selection was made by a professional jury headed by Pietro Belluschi, Dean of the School of Architecture and Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, after a three-day judging period. In its report the jury stated: "The six contestants chosen to prepare the final drawings represent widely differing solutions; some leaving the park-like character of the site untouched, others remodeling the topography to suit their particular ideas. The jury feels all the premi­anted designs, when studied further and if developed competently, will result in a group from which a really fine memorial to Franklin Delano Roosevelt may be developed." The jury further noted that "the present project has not only been worthwhile, but has also become a significant index of contemporary American culture."

The winners will be awarded $10,000 each and will prepare detailed drawings and models for submission in the final stage. The winner of the second stage will be awarded $50,000. After the final judging on December 29-30, there will be an exhibition of winning and honorable-mention designs.

In addition to Mr. Belluschi, the jury consists of: Thomas D. Church, Landscape Architect of San Francisco; Bartlett Hayes, Jr., Director of the Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts; Joseph Hudnut, Professor of Architecture Emeritus, Harvard University; and Paul Marvin Rudolph, Chairman of the Department of Architecture, Yale University.

PLANT MANAGER APPOINTED FOR TERAFLM CORPORATION

announcement has been made of the appointment of Leo Adams as Plant Manager for the new plant of Terafilm Corporation, an affiliate of Acme Backing Corporation, Stamford, Connecticut.

Terafilm Corporation will manufacture a polyester sheeting from a new Eastman Tenite (trademark) resin. Pilot plant operations are now under way, and it is expected that full production will be available by 1961.

Re-roofing?
PAINT IT ON!
PAINT ON NEW SIDING AS WELL!

RE-3 COLORED ALUMINUM COATING... RECOLORS the "fifth side of the house," eliminating forced color schemes by dingy roofs.
RENIEWS worn (cooked-out) asphalt, asbestos, composition roofing and siding with liquid layer of roofing material.
REFLECTS heat... keeps under-roof temperatures up to 30° cooler on hot summer days... see chart for cooling efficiency.

RE-3 also stops leaks and minimizes winter heat loss... extends the useful life of the roof five to seven years at a fraction of the roofing cost.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

THE WILBUR & WILLIAMS CO., INC.
662 PLEASANT STREET, NORWOOD, MASS.

Gentlemen:
☐ Please send full data and specifications on RE-3 coatings.
☐ Please place my name on your monthly mailing list.
☐ Please have your representative call.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
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A COMPLETELY PACKAGED WARM AIR HEATER

AUTOMATIC — EFFICIENT — RUGGED
Thermobloc Warm Air Space Heaters are the economical answer to the peculiar heating requirements of New England. Here's why:

1. LOW FIRST COST. Minimum investment required.
2. COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED. Thermobloc is a packaged heater, ready to go to work after you make three simple connections—fuel line, power and flue.
3. AUTOMATIC OPERATION. Thermobloc maintains even temperatures inside a plant regardless of outside weather conditions. No attendant needed.
4. HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION. Thermobloc is built like a bridge. All welded construction assures long, trouble-free life.
5. LOW FUEL COST. Thermobloc produces only the heat you need, and puts it just where you want it. No waste.

Thermobloc is made in a complete range of sizes for every industrial need. Uses gas or oil for fuel. UL listed. Ideal for warehouses, garages, truck terminals, foundries and manufacturing plants.

FREE! WRITE TODAY For Executive Calculator For Heating Savings

WANSON CORPORATION
LEWISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

A request on your company letterhead will bring you our time saving calculator. Tells number and size of heaters needed for different areas. Shows dollar savings—typical heat loss calculations.
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Shown under construction is the San-Fel Littleton plant for the manufacturing of prestressed and precast concrete. When completed it is expected to be one of the most modern prestressing facilities in New England. Atber/French photograph.
Throughout this modern hotel SNOWITE finishing lime was used for the ultimate in soundness and appearance. Smooth "butter-like" putty was obtained consistently... and slaking periods never exceeded 24 hours.

The unique preparation of this quality finishing lime eliminates pitting and popping, too. No further hydration is possible after the slaking period. More...

SNOWITE gave the contractor* substantially greater coverage per ton, than any hydrated finishing lime he might have used.

Add it up...this is one product that can save you money...produce trouble-free results, time after time. Why not get complete details on SNOWITE, today?

*Architect: William B. Tabler
General Contractors: George F. Driscoll Company, Morelia Construction Corporation

THE NEW ENGLAND LIME COMPANY
Dept. P. Adams, Massachusetts

Please send me complete SNOWITE literature
Please have a NELCO representative call

Company:
Mr.:
Address:
City: State:

THE NEW ENGLAND LIME COMPANY
Dept. P. Adams, Massachusetts

Please send me complete SNOWITE literature
Please have a NELCO representative call

Company:
Mr.:
Address:
City: State:
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HOPE'S WINDOW WALLS
STEEL WINDOWS HAVE THE STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY THAT NO OTHER WINDOW CAN MATCH

The Malmfeldt Associates, Architects
The Wadham and May Co., Builders

Gilbert School is evidence of many special values to be obtained with Hope's Multi-Story curtain wall construction. The window wall units are Hope's rolled steel sections No. 2030, creating a vertical system that fully spans the three floors of the main structure with continuous tubular mullions. Assembled in the units are the insulated panels, the large lights of fixed glass and the ventilators (Hope's Heavy Intermediate).

See Hope's Window Wall Catalog for detailed drawings illustrating the extreme flexibility of these systems. The architect enjoys complete freedom in layout. Doors, windows or louvers may be located at any point. Window walls may be installed either between the building columns or completely covering them. The use of Hope's Window Walls increases usable interior space.

Ask for Catalog No. 152.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N.Y.
HOPE'S WINDOWS ARE MADE IN AMERICA BY AMERICAN WORKMEN
Today’s home buyers seek functional design when they are in the market for a new house. They appreciate clean, uncluttered lines and modern convenience. Concealed telephone wiring is one of the conveniences that can be added at the time the house is built — easily and at small expense. It provides telephone outlets in many rooms of the house, where telephones can be installed easily and quickly to the individual desires of the owner.

For complete information on low-cost pre-wiring for your homes, call your Telephone Business Office.

Display this sign outside your homes. It tells your customers you have planned for their convenience.

MELROSE TRUST COMPANY BUILDING
Officers space

ARCHITECT
W. H. JONES & SON

Creating and installing fine offices is our only business ... and has been for over sixty years. Consequently most New England organizations, from the very small to corporate giants, turn to Peabody when they need office furniture.

But experience is only one of several “plus” benefits ... others are one supplier for all requirements, an exceptionally wide choice of both wood and steel equipment, idea-stimulating showrooms, complementary services of staff interior decorators and planning experts, genuine interest, and attractive prices.

It will be a pleasure to tell you more. Visit or have us come to you—any time!

299 Atlantic Avenue, Boston 10
Liberty 2-1902
architects and builders
build profits with...

rapids
contract sales division

By helping to solve a variety of decorating problems quickly and economically, Rapids provides architects, builders and decorators with profit-building services.

furniture selection
Furniture to complement your work and satisfy your clients is available in every style and price range on Rapids 9 block-long floors.

consulting service
Rapids staff works with you to economically handle furniture planning in hotel, industrial or residential projects.

Shown: Mr. Chair...
Classic sculptured form in one piece molded genuine walnut veneer shell. Foam-filled naugahyde. Swivel base.

Free Parking
Write for new Contract Catalog

new england's oldest and largest wholesale furniture resource
90 canal street... boston... massachusetts

MOBILE PARTITIONS...

by
EL ANGOVE
Manager, Movable Partition Division, Pitcher and Co., Inc.

PART I

Tomorrow is the concept which shapes our world of today. In the world of architecture and building construction, this is graphically demonstrated. The architect must consider his project not only as it meets his client's needs today, but more importantly, as it relates to his client's activities a year, ten years, and twenty years from now. And the builder must approach his construction with an eye to permanence, the bridge that carries his client's business across the tomorrows.

These considerations are almost always tempered by the limit to which money may be spent. You cannot build now, certainly, 15,000 square feet of floor space to remain unused until it is required five years from now. Even if money were no object, it is still impossible to foretell exactly the future's requirements for any business or institution.

The only thing you can predict accurately is that there will be change. To keep pace with tomorrow, the client must be given in his building a flexibility... a built-in ability to change his environment as his needs change. And you can, within the limits of today's dictates and budget, incorporate many features of construction which will satisfy your client's changing needs "tomorrow."

Movable walls are among the most dramatic examples of building products which completely solve a problem today... and yet may be changed without added material cost to solve different problems time after time as the years pass. Their value to the owner actually increases as they are used and moved.

On the contrary, fixed walls, in their heavy, immovable forms from stud-lath-and-plaster to concrete block, often create more problems than they solve. They are thicker than movable partitions, and occupy greater valuable floor space; they are heavier and impose greater floor loads; they require periodic, expensive maintenance; they usually have little aesthetic appeal; and most important, they cannot be moved without extensive labor, debris, material loss, disruption of business activity in the area, and cost. True, fixed walls divide space well, but what place can they have in tomorrow's changing world?

Architects, always eager for new solutions to old problems, were quick to accept the concept of
movable walls when first introduced. At least they could offer the client a flexible arrangement of space division. Walls could be moved over a single weekend, without debris or refinishing, to meet the client's changed requirements. If necessary, this move could even be accomplished during regular business hours, with a minimum of employee lost-time in the immediate area. Further, the client could even be offered an opportunity to "try on for size" a proposed office layout. If the layout was not satisfactory, the walls could always be moved, and the layout changed.

The builder was quick to grasp the advantages of movable walls, too. Here was a substantial part of his construction which could be fabricated elsewhere while other work was in progress, and at the proper time, delivered to the job and erected in finish condition, much more rapidly than fixed walls. Too, the built-in wireways, simple glazing, and modular construction made it easier to coordinate the work of his subs.

As the acceptance of the concept of movable walls spread, and the demand began to grow, movable partitions appeared in a variety of designs and materials. Many of these were entirely unsatisfactory. Some were far too costly; some were ugly and clumsy in appearance; and some were so difficult to take down and re-erect that they simply were not movable partitions. The chaff soon became separated from the wheat and faded from the picture.

Part Two of this series will explain classifications of Movable Partitions and detail an actual remodeling job, its demolition of existing fix walls and the installation of Movable Partitions.
DUTCH TILE PICTURES:—The illustrations shown through the courtesy of the Historical Museum of Rotterdam and the Rijks Museum of Amsterdam are examples of the best tile pictures of Holland.

In addition to the subjects illustrated we find less important tile pictures, showing flower-vase motives and those representing a canary bird in its cage, parrots and animals, which were often installed on the kitchen walls.

The artistic treatment of these pictures show the talent of both the potters and artists who were employed to paint the designs. The absence of a signature on the early work in no way denotes inferiority of workmanship, for at that time competition had not begun to influence the industry, requiring a protecting mark or signature.

Due to the size of the panels great skill was required in the process of firing and the expense and risk was so great that none but the wealthy could afford these pieces.

The writer has previously mentioned the position held by the city of Delft in connection with the potteries but we must not forget that tile pictures were made in other Dutch cities. There were twenty tile factories in Rotterdam that produced typical tiles of exceptional design and color. One of the best known was the "Flowerpot" Tile works owned by the famous Aelmis family, through which the industry was handed down from father to son for several generations.
William III departure to England from Rotterdam—17th century

Naval Battle at Duins, 1638—17th century

Tile in blue—purple and green, 17th century

Large landscape tile in blue and white—17th century
The new, two-story office of a large Buffalo, N. Y., building products firm was designed as a showplace for material it offers for sale. A variety of wood finishes is combined with glass and synthetics. But the building's most unusual feature is 14 plywood box beam bents, used as the exoskeleton for the roof.

Most girders, no matter what their composition, are visible only from the interior of a building, if they're exposed at all. Highland and Highland, architects for the Henrich Lumber Co., created an attractive design that takes advantage of the beams' strength as roof supports and at the same time manages to display the beams from both the outside and the interior. The arrangement of the beams, and their combination with plastic bubbles, integrates them into the lighting system of the offices, providing another subtle design suggestion for contractors and architects who visit the building.

William Henrich, president of the firm founded by his grandfather, was determined to have a building that would be more than just a place to keep the company accounts out of the rain.

**Something With Warmth**

"We've seen these little offices built of brick and steel in the suburbs. They've got a cheese box design and look out of place, especially in a place where people are supposed to know something about building. We wanted something with warmth, and we wanted something that would display a lot of unusual woods. The building we came up with would have cost about 20 per cent more if we'd used brick and steel, anyway, so we figure we're way ahead of the game."
Henrich retained Highland and Highland to design the hub of his new building complex, and brought in the John W. Cowper Co. as project engineer and contractor for the over-all program, which included a number of other engineered uses of wood.

**Lots of Space Needed**

The office building had to be fairly large; offices were needed for Henrich and other company officers and for sales personnel and clerical help. The accounting department needed offices of its own, and Henrich wanted a lunchroom and lavatory for yard personnel.

Henrich also wanted a spacious, well-lighted building with good acoustical qualities and lots of high-ceiling, clear-span space. The solution filled all the requirements. The unusual building has drawn many compliments, to Henrich's relief. The traditional conservation of his trade was an unknown factor when he built.

The building is approximately 83x36 feet, with a shipping office set out from a rear corner to give its occupants a clear view of activity in the yard and on a railroad siding. Offices are on the main level, with service facilities and a large area for office expansion below.

**Modules Alternate**

The architects developed a system using alternate modules of 8 feet and 2 feet, 8 inches. Supporting columns were placed 12 feet in from the front wall. The modular system permitted the use of fixed glass and other standard sheet materials in the wall structure, with the 2-foot-8 module adding rigidity and making provision for operating sash and decorative panels.

Nearly all the structural materials are mahogany and are exposed, both inside and out. Spandrel panels between the upper and lower windows are 1/2-inch beveled mahogany siding over 3/4-inch sheathing grade fir plywood, with another 1/2-inch plywood layer inside. A variety of 1/4-inch special-finish plywood is used on the interior walls.

The 2-foot-8 modules are finished in alternating ceramic or decorative panels.

**Box Beams Most Economical**

Laminated bent frames seemed to be the obvious choice for roof supports, but investigation by both the architect and engineer determined that a more economical and interesting system could be provided by plywood box beams. It was decided that these girders would be a more dramatic display of the framing possibilities of wood.
The yard superintendent for the Henrich Lumber Co. of Buffalo, N. Y., has a clear view of activity in the yard and adjacent railroad siding from the windows of his office, set out on a corner of the firm’s new office building.

The continuation of the 8-foot and 2-foot-8 modular system suggested that these girders be placed in pairs to provide better lateral bracing and that they project above the roof to form continuous skylighting. This was achieved by a series of plastic bubbles installed between each set of beams to form a heat resistant system that diffuses light throughout the building and keeps use of artificial illumination—installed along the girders—to a minimum.

The girder system made installation of flashing simple, to keep snow and water from the skylights and ledger strips attached to the beams provided a surface for nailing 3x6 double tongue and groove hemlock sheathing. This was finished in a natural color for the ceiling and covered with polyethylene paper and 250 pound white asphalt shingles for the roof.

**Bubbles Installed Last**

The 24-foot beams were fabricated and joined as bents in Henrich’s shop in specially-built jigs. Each beam was made with continuous top and bottom flanges of 4x4 Douglas fir glued and nailed to 3⁄8-inch exterior fir plywood webs. Spacers of 4x4 fir were fabricated into the beams 6 feet on center, along with 1 1⁄2-inch styrofoam insulation. The beams were erected one at a time and joined with 4x4 stringers on the roof. The bubbles were installed and sealed in place after erection of the beams.

All the mechanical vents required for the job are housed in one interior partition in the rear half of the building. This is the only ceiling-height partition. Most of the others are glass, with the partitions between the private offices glass above the 7-foot height. The glass allows for acoustical zoning but leaves the feeling of spaciousness Henrich demanded.

**Truss is Glazed**

Above the partitions and doors from the private offices to the general offices, due to the contour of the roof, is a clearance of several feet. A large mahogany longitudinal truss is located here to provide necessary wind bracing and structural stability. The triangular and diamond shaped areas between the truss members also are glazed.

Vinyl finish flooring is laid over 3⁄4-inch fir plywood underlayment put down over 3⁄8-inch plywood subfloor supported by 2x10 joists 16 inches o.c. The lower level has a concrete slab floor, with precast marble terrazzo tiles in the entryway.

**More Conventional Uses**

Plywood box beams, combined in this application with stressed skin panels, are used more conventionally as supports for the roof of a hardwood warehouse.

The beams span the 40-foot width of the building, which is about 88 feet long. Each beam has top and bottom flanges of four 2x8s on edge laminated together, with webs of 3⁄8-inch C-D fir plywood with exterior glue. The beams are of glue-nailed construction.

Stressed skin panels for the roof deck span eight feet and have top skins of 3⁄8-inch C-D fir plywood with exterior glue and bottom skins of 1⁄4-inch plywood glued and nailed to 2x2 framing 16 inches on center.

Henrich fabricated all the components in his shops.
Opened in September was the new Merrimack Generating Station of the Public Service Company of New Hampshire. This multi-million dollar plant is the first unit of a proposed four unit station to be located on the Merrimack River in Bow, New Hampshire.

The minimum-size turbine generator enclosure—constructed with the new lightweight and translucent wall system manufactured by Kalwall Corporation, Manchester, New Hampshire, is the first of its kind in northern climates. In conventional design, the generator housing also contains an overhead crane used in servicing the equipment. However, to reduce the total volume — and save over $350,000 — Public Service engineers and the Boston office of Jackson and Moreland, Inc., replaced the overhead crane with an outdoor gantry —enclosing only the generator itself.

The consequence of this design, pioneered in mild southern and western climates, is that all servicing must be accomplished outdoors. Weighing the tremendous savings possible against the probability that the once-a-year servicing of the generator would be necessary during unfavorable weather conditions, the engineering teams selected the minimum enclosure design based upon evidence of a low incidence of such occurrences in the past operations of Public Service Company’s plants.

A high level of well diffused, natural daylight is provided for the generator operation by the use of the Kalwall Translucent Wall system. Translucent units, weighing approximately 1 1/2 lbs./sq. ft., in sizes 4’ wide x 18’ high, completely surround the generator. Added to the above savings were the economies of the Kalwall system—72 sq. ft. of wall area was erected at one time, and, because of the extreme light weight, with a minimum of labor. All members, including head, sill and jamb closures, were prefabricated at the Kalwall factory, and installed with maximum speed.

Because of the flexibility of the Kalwall Translucent Wall system, future power units may be added on to the existing facility with no loss of material—the translucent end wall will simply be removed and reinstalled in the new addition. As the present plant is but the first of four units, the additional equipment and housing (scheduled to be under construction within the next five years) will be rapidly and economically extended from the present building.
SIX ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS WIN SCHOLARSHIPS IN KOPPERS COMPANY COMPETITION

Architectural design of the future will not suffer for a want of creative and imaginative thinking if the results of a recent collegiate architectural competition are any indication.

Students in six architectural schools from widespread regions of the country proved in the recently completed Student Architectural Design Competition sponsored by the Tar Products Division of Koppers Company, Inc., that there is no dearth of ideas among the young... whether the design project is a museum to house the relics of the past or a housing plan to provide greater living space for the expanding populace of the future.

Scholarship awards of $1,000 each have been presented to originators of the winning designs at each of the six participating schools. All fourth year students, their scholarship funds will be used toward their fifth year tuition.

They were chosen from finalists at each of the schools by a national panel of judges which included Paul Schweikher of Carnegie Tech, Paul Rudolph of Yale and Joseph Hazen of Architectural Forum magazine.

Arthur E. Swanson, Manager

Asbestos
Magnesia
Fiberglass
Kaylo
Coverings

Pre-fabricated Fittings
All Materials
All Sizes

• ELLS
• TEES
• FLANGES
• VALVES, ETC.

NEW ENGLAND INSULATION CO.
which works well as a whole, creating pleasant interior spaces and providing good transition from level to level"; Phillip T. Markwood, Ohio State, whose office building "sits comfortably on the site; its three-pronged plan taking good advantage of the views."

W. C. Widdowson, University of Houston, whose design for a municipal building gave a "dignified solution to the problem"; John M. Preston, Clemson University, with a school design which was a "simple solution to a complex program"; and Michael H. Spector, Syracuse University, for a hospital design, "an attractive, modest building appropriate to a small community . . . ."

As in previous years of the Koppers Competition, the department of architecture in each school selected a design problem and the students competed only with their classmates, rendering their creative interpretation of the project. The only restriction as far as Koppers was concerned was its insistence on primarily flat-roof design.

Schools participating in the design competition are selected periodically on a geographical rotation basis to give regional representation throughout the 67 universities belonging to the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture.

Koppers Tar Products Division expects to again expand the competition for the 1960-61 season in its fourth annual Student Architectural Design Competition.
NEW ENGLAND MANUFACTURER DUPLICATES TRUE NORTH LIGHT

For the first time in the history of man-made lighting, a constant, balanced duplication of several types of "North light" have been achieved through the efforts of Wheeler Reflector Division of the Franklin Research and Development Corporation, Boston, Massachusetts. This unique product, aptly named Verilux, is the result of nearly a decade of research and experimentation by lighting engineers and color consultants.

Verilux has been specially designed for quality control and inspection use where true color and appearance must be known before finished products are shipped to their respective buyers. Manufacturers of paints, printing inks, highly complex electrical, electronic and mechanical assemblies and paper products, where visual inspection is a key factor in quality control, find Verilux an invaluable asset to their operation.

Consisting of eight specifically de- signed color-mixed 10-watt fluorescent tubular lamps which combine spectral values, Verilux actually produces a true "North light." The exactness of this light source has been verified by the most critical users: art restorers, art museums, printers, retouchers, engravers, lithographers and artists.

Technically, Verilux artificial daylight ranges from cold "North light" as from a clear sky, to warm "North light" as from an overcast sky. These values are obtained by interchanging lamps in the yellow to red end of the spectrum.

Masterpiece Restorers of New York City, repairers and re-touchers of paintings for the Kress Foundation and New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, have installed Verilux units to permit their artists to work during the night. Because of the absolute correctness of color needed in the painstaking restoration of old masters, this firm is one of many who helped test Verilux in its early stages of development.

To understand the need for Verilux, one has only to view color under the three main sources of light: incandescent (ordinary light bulbs), fluorescent and natural "North light." Incandescent light...
has much the same effect on colors as bright sunlight—it distorts blues and greens by greying them. Fluorescent light, on the other hand, has the opposite effect—it distorts colors in the yellow to red end of the spectrum. Of the three sources, only natural "North light" permits the eye to see colors in their true values. Verilux, because it reproduces "North light," also shows colors in their correct relationship to one another.

Grant Advertising Inc. vice president and account executive, Robert D. Hall, Jr., right, and art director, George Whittier, examine true color through the use of a newly-installed Verilux unit which gives off a constant, balanced duplication of "North light." This product of the Wheeler Reflector Division of the Franklin Research and Development Corporation, Boston, is the result of nearly a decade of research and experimentation by lighting engineers and color consultants.

One of the main advantages of the new light is that it permits broader use of highly skilled labor. In printing plants and artists' and designers' studios, critical color work is seriously hampered on dark or cloudy days and almost impossible at night. With a Verilux unit, on the other hand, work may continue uninterrupted.

Among the firms now utilizing Verilux are one of the nation's leading art museums, which uses the unit for restoration work on priceless paintings; a top-circulated magazine for checking color proofs of advertisements; a leading interior decorator to assure color matching fabrics and paint samples for his exacting clientele; a printer of women's magazines to adjust critical color tones in final press runs; a photoengraver, to check for color separation values; and a lithographer, specializing in color work who uses Verilux to match proofs against original artwork.

Over-all dimensions of a single, standard Verilux unit are 46½" x 23½" x 8½ inches deep. The body of the fixture is 18 gage steel, welded for strength and rigidity. Beneath the eight lamps is a diffuser of either white, translucent Plexiglas or a plastic eggcrate louver. The unit draws 320 watts of 110-volt, 60-cycle a-c current and can be adapted to other voltages and cycles on request. A smaller unit is also available on special order. Verilux is available for immediate custom-engineered installation to meet any user's exacting requirements. The unit cost, depending upon its application, is approximately $200. Verilux units, in actual use, may be seen by contacting the local Wheeler Reflector sales office, 275 Congress Street, Boston, or by writing direct to Department C.W., Wheeler Reflector Lighting Division, Franklin Research and Development Corporation, 275 Congress Street, Boston 10, Massachusetts.
WINDSOR GARDEN APARTMENTS

Windsor Garden Apartments on Route 5-A (Hartford-Springfield Highway), Windsor, Connecticut, is a 115-unit garden apartment project now under construction with completion scheduled for late fall.

This $1.3 million project, designed by Manchester, Connecticut, Architect, Arnold Lawrence, with the office of Morton S. Fine, Hartford, as site planning engineers, is being built by I. R. Stich Associates of West Hartford, Connecticut.

The project, being built on ten acres, contains 38 two bedroom duplex apartments and 77 one and two bedroom flats.

Each apartment contains a built-in range and oven, summer air-conditioner, individual winter heat control and TV system.

On site parking is provided at the rate of 1 ½ spaces per dwelling unit, recognizing the trend for more than one car per family.

In addition to tot-lots and drying yards, a recreation area equal to the floor area of the apartments is provided.

PINSLEY, BELLINGER AND TRILLING
UNITE TO FORM NEW REP FIRM

The new firm of Pinsley, Bellinger and Trilling, manufacturers' representatives for the Institutional Suppliers, has been formed, with headquarters at 510 Cambridge Street, Boston.

Arthur Pinsley is President, Wayne J. Bellinger is Vice President, and Summer L. Trilling is Treasurer of the new company, which supercedes the former Pinsley & Bellinger partnership.

Summer L. Trilling, the newest member of the firm, for the last fourteen years was associated with Bolta Products Division of General Tire and Rubber Company—eleven years as the Sales Manager of the Restaurant Equipment Division and the last three as General Sales Manager.

The new firm will represent the complete Hotel and Institutional Line of Bolta Products among others.

Associated with the firm as territorial salesmen are Donald F. Rust and Maurice C. Aldort.
TO STUDY IN ROME

LEAVING VIA PLANE to survey pre-stressed concrete architectural design in Rome and view the Olympic buildings are Richard Olmsted, Dartmouth College business manager, left, and Philip R. Jackson, Newton, general manager of Wexler Construction Co. of Newton, right, with Mrs. Jackson, center. The two men will study advanced utilization and costs of pre-stressed concrete in modern building structures.

PRODUCERS' COUNCIL GOES INTO ORBIT

Boston P. C. Vice Pres. Arthur Murphy of Libbey Owens Ford Glass Co. returned from the Eastern Regional Executives Meeting in the Poconos with something other than a pleasant memory of those beautiful Pennsylvania mountains. He brought back to Boston the nucleus of a plan which has developed into "Operation Satellite."

One of the problems confronting the Boston Chapter of Producers' Council has been the difficulty in making its program sufficiently effective with the Architects and Engineers outside of the metropolitan area. Attendance by those from such cities as Portland, Manchester, Worcester and Providence has been understandably limited because of the traveling time involved. "Operation Satellite" will be a giant step toward alleviating this problem.

(Continued page 22)
ATTENTION ARCHITECTS

WE HAVE THE COMPLETE HERMAN MILLER LINE... AT USUAL ALLOWANCES

Immediate delivery from our warehouse on most Eames chairs.
All plastic colors and styles available.
In any desired quantity from one or more.
Special orders handled promptly.

Available also to Builders and Contractors!
Further information sent on request.

CONTEMPORARY INTERIORS
116 Harvard Street, Brookline, Mass., Longwood 6-6400

LOOKING
for Quality Supplies?
INSIST on famous K&E
Precision Instruments Micro Master 105mm
(Distortion-free reproduction process cuts costs up to 10 times)

• Blueprints
• Photostats
• Plan Reproductions

Call Copley 7-2700 or write or drop in at

B. L. MAKEPEACE, INC.
1266 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.

PRODUCER COUNCIL GOES INTO ORBIT (Continued)
The Council membership will be divided into teams (satellites, if you will) consisting of five or six members. These teams will bring to the Architects and Engineers of the several cities a complete program composed of product displays and presentations. It is intended that over a period of time each of the groups will make a complete orbit resulting in a visitation by each group in all of the cities selected.

Boston Chapter Producers’ Council members shown at their recent business meeting at the Engineers Club to discuss the fall program.

“Operation Satellite” will be another endeavor on the part of the Boston Chapter of Producers’ Council to fulfill its intended purpose of bringing to the Architect and Engineer quality products and every assistance possible in the use of these products.

HOME BUILDERS PANEL:

In a salute to National Homes Week, experts reviewed recent developments in the home-building field. Sunday, over TV Channel 5. From left to right: George DeVries, president of the Home Builders Association of Greater Boston; Emil Hanslin, treasurer of the Robert Stone Company; John Grossman, vice president in charge of operations of L. Grossman Sons, Inc.; Edgar Dupuis, builders representative for the Worcester Gas Light Company; Joseph B. Grossman, vice chairman of the board at Grossman’s, and David T. Zussman, chairman of National Homes Week.
KOE APPOINTS O'KEEFFE AS RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

Appointment by Keuffel & Esser Co. of Andrew E. O'Keefe as Research Associate was announced by Dr. T. O. Norris, director of research and development. Mr. O'Keefe will specialize in electrophotographic research and techniques.

Before joining Keuffel & Esser, Mr. O'Keefe, a research chemist, was research manager of Philip Morris, Inc., Richmond, Va.

A 1938 graduate of Notre Dame where he was awarded a B.S. degree in chemistry, Mr. O'Keefe earned his M.S. degree in chemistry from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn in 1938. He served in the U. S. Army from 1941 to 1945 and was discharged as a Major.

Mr. O'Keefe is a member of the American Chemical Society, a Fellow of the American Institute of Chemists, the New York Academy of Science, and the Chemists' Club of New York.

ILLINOIS MAN HEADS INSTITUTE

At the September 27th opening of the Prestressed Concrete Institute annual convention, Jacob O. Whitlock, president of Midwest Pre-stressed Concrete Co., Springfield, III., was elected president of the Institute for the coming year. He will succeed Randall M. Dubois, president of Freyssinet Co., Inc., New York. The convention will run through Sept. 30.

New officers and directors elected at the meeting at the Statler-Hilton Hotel represent seven states, with Florida having two of the new board members.

Robert J. Lyman, Atlas Structural Concrete, Inc., El Paso, Tex., was chosen vice president of the group; and Robert A. Matthews, Precast Industries, Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich., was named secretary-treasurer.


Charles B. Kiesel, Jr., Raymond International, Inc., New York, N. Y., and Elmer D. Clark, Superior Sand & Gravel, Phoenix, Ariz., were re-elected to the board, and Ezra C. Knowlton, Utah Sand & Gravel Products Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, continues as director.

Ironbound Continuous Strip Maple Floor for six good reasons:

- Maximum Durability—Edge Grain Northern Hard Maple
- Uniform Resiliency—installed over 1/4" cork
- Unmatched Beauty—warm, natural color of Maple
- Expert Installation—by experienced, franchised installers
- Fully Guaranteed—by manufacturer and installer
- Extra Protection—vacuum treated with Woodlife

For further information write or call:
NATIONAL FLOORS COMPANY
113 Brighton Avenue
Boston 34, Massachusetts
Phone: Stadium 2-2310 or 2-4326
PLANS FOR NEW BROOKLINE OFFICE BUILDING ANNOUNCED

Plans for the construction of a distinctive new suburban office building on Route 9 in Brookline have been announced by Leo A. Wexler, President of Leo A. Wexler, Inc., of Newton Highlands, Massachusetts. The new Boylston Executive Building will be situated within Lyman Park on Route 9, at 900 Boylston Street, Brookline. The suburban location is easily reached by MTA bus lines and the Highland branch transit line.

The Boylston Executive Building will feature luxurious office interiors and a planned working and recreational environment in a quality country atmosphere. On the ground floor, a spacious undercover drive-in entrance will lead to a large entrance lobby and two automatic elevators. The building will be completely air-conditioned. Each office will have provisions for integrated fluorescent lighting and acoustical ceilings, modular to fit partitioning needs. Integral sun control shields will provide maximum working ease. Office units are available in area up to 51,900 square feet.

Parking for 140 cars, with 10 cars under cover at the building entrance, will be provided. The landscaped parking and recreational area measures about 2⅓ acres, and rises from the street level in a graceful contour ending at the building entrance. Shade trees, gardens, walks, benches and a reflecting pool will provide a pleasant working environment. Shopping, banking, restaurants and other service facilities are nearby at Chestnut Hill Shopping Center and other locations.

Officials of the Wexler Construction Company plan to start construction in the near future. It is expected that the Boylston Executive Building will be ready for occupancy on June 1, 1961.

Architects of the new office building are Salsberg and LeBlanc of Boston. Structural engineers are Linenthal and Becker, Inc., of Boston. The F. P. Morgan Company, of 45 Milk Street, Boston, is the exclusive rental agent for the building.
New! Dramatic accent colors by Natco. The accent colors shown above are now available in Natco's line of ceramic glazed "Vitrite"—a genuine structural clay tile product. These colors can be used in combination, or can be used with standard "Vitrite" field colors to create interesting, colorful interior wall designs or patterns. The colors are: 1. Accent black, 2. Accent orange, 3. Accent yellow, 4. Accent dark blue, 5. Accent dark green, 6. Accent light blue, 7. Accent light green, 8. Accent brown, 9. Accent red . . . and two Natco Vivid colors, 10. Vivid orange and 11. Vivid red. For further information write for bulletin CC-60.
economical enclave

Within the same plant, there may be considerable range in precision requirements from one production department to another. Spectra-Glaze structural masonry units are especially efficient in meeting situations like the above, where the manufacturer required a special precision and uniformity in finishing glass and crystal components in optical and electro-optical production.

Spectra-Glaze® quickly and economically provided the "clean-room" shown above, as an operational enclave within Perkin-Elmer's big Norwalk plant — to maintain standards as to constant temperature, humidity and cleanliness beyond what seemed necessary or practicable for the other production divisions adjacent . . . According to Perkin-Elmer, the only maintenance involved in these permanently glossy walls themselves is a simple washdown twice a year.—Write for new Spectra-Glaze brochure, showing 23 bloc-shapes, 18 colors, typical construction details.

Reg U.S. Pat.Om., Canada Other Foreign Countries by THE BURNS & RUSSELL CO

*Spectra-Glaze® glazed structural masonry units, manufactured by the

PLASTICRETE GLAZED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
45 Skiff St., HAMDEN 14, CONN., ATwater 8-1641

BROADCAST HOUSE
BEING LIFTED-UP

Broadcast House, the first building started in the new $50,000,000 Constitution Plaza, a 12-acre urban renewal development here, is starting to come above ground.

Broadcast House, which will be the new home for radio and television stations WTIC, is a unique building, created by architects Fulmer & Bowers and built by Lewis C. Bowers, Inc., both of Princeton, N. J. It was specifically designed to take advantage of the efficient new "lift-slab" method of construction.

During the past three months, the building actually was being constructed in the basement. The first, second, third, fourth floors, and unique pyramid roof, built of reinforced concrete, were constructed one on top of the other, with electrical and plumbing lines installed directly into each floor slab.

Anchored to concrete footings, are 12 steel columns that now protrude only 20 feet above street level. But as the lifting progresses, the columns gradually will be extended to the building's full height by adding on more sections of steel. The pre-built roof and floors will be hoisted-up these steel columns by hydraulic jacks, and welded into place. Since each floor has an area of about 16,000 square feet, half of a floor slab, weighing about 880,000 pounds, will be raised at a time.

This type of construction was selected because the new building is on a relatively small site, limiting the space available for construction of a conventional steel frame building.

Prefabrication is consistent throughout the building. In addition to the floors and roof, even the walls are made of pre-cast decorative concrete. And the building is so designed that a fifth floor can be added later, if desired.

The building is scheduled for completion by Spring, 1961.

In addition to Broadcast House, Constitution Plaza will contain five office buildings, a 250-room hotel, a shopping center, and an underground parking lot for 1,800 cars.

The development of Constitution Plaza is being sponsored by the Travelers Insurance Company.
FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORPORATION ELEVATES SENIOR OFFICERS

The Board of Directors of Federal Seaboard Terra Cotta Corporation, the world's largest producer of Ceramic Veneer, announced last month the elevation of the company's top officers to positions of new responsibility.

Mr. O. E. Mathiasen

Karl Mathiasen has been named to the unfilled position of Chairman of the Board. His younger brother, O. E. Mathiasen, who has been vice president and manager of the plant at Perth Amboy, N. J., since 1950, succeeds him as President.

Mr. O. E. Mathiasen majored in ceramics at Ohio State and Rutgers universities and in powder metallurgy at the Stevens Institute of Technology. He is a member of the American Ceramic Society, the Rotary Club, and the American Scandinavian Foundation.

Federal Seaboard Terra Cotta Corporation was founded by Karl Mathiasen, Sr., father of Karl and O. E. Mathiasen, and has been in continuous operation since 1888. Into this company over the years were merged many of the East's leading manufacturers of architectural terra cotta. Today Federal Seaboard custom-makes, to architects' specifications, Ceramic Veneer in plain surfaces, polychrome panels, sculpture and solar screens in a virtually unlimited range of colors. New ceramic glazed building products introduced this year include 3/8" CV Durathin and CV Durathin Sandwich Panel.

Executive offices of the firm are at 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

NEW OFFICE ADDITION

"Mock-up" testing of layouts and materials to be used in the multi-million dollar home office addition of the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company is under way. Test units are being installed in a shell building by the Turner Construction Company.

The mock-ups will be used to examine and test various features of construction which will be used in the new building.

Such items as typical partitions, acoustical treatment of ceilings, lighting methods, windows and window frames, floor tile, and heating and air conditioning outlets can be observed and checked before being incorporated into the final plans. After the test building has been used for this purpose, it will be converted into a field house for recreation, classroom and training purposes.

The Massachusetts Mutual announced its plans to construct the four-story addition to its Springfield home office late last year. Construction will begin in March, 1961, and will be completed by early 1963. The new wing will have a simplified Georgian motif similar to the present building and will absorb the company's growth and expansion over the next 10 to 15 years. Plans are being prepared by the architectural firm of Hoyle, Doran and Berry of Boston.
Insurance Agency, Inc.

SERVICE

Within the past few weeks, three members of the Francis H. Curtin Insurance Agency, Inc. made several trips to Nebraska and Chicago to aid in the satisfactory settlement of a Builders Risk tornado loss.

Our Claims Department is but one of the many services we offer to our clients.

Service is not an idle word with us. Insurance-wise, Bond-wise, Claims-wise, we stand on a record of which we are justifiably proud.

We welcome your inquiries.

Safety Can Result in Lower Insurance Costs.

We invite your inquiries.

689 CONCORD AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
UNiversity 4-4780

LITERATURE AVAILABLE

NEW 1960 CATALOG OF DRAWING AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Alvin & Company, Inc., of Windsor, Connecticut, has just released a new 124-page catalog which offers the most complete line of drawing and measuring instruments and equipment available from any one source.

Particularly intended for Dealers, Schools, Colleges, and Engineering Departments, the new ALVIN catalog contains hundreds of additional new items, making it the most comprehensive catalog and reference in its field. Included are advanced drawing sets, drawing instruments, designing aids (templates for architectural, electronic, tool design, and other fields), drawing equipment, drafting materials, computing and measuring devices, magnifiers, surveying instruments and other miscellaneous items used in the drawing, drafting, engineering, and graphic arts field. Each item is clearly illustrated and described.

This ALVIN "all-in-one" catalog will be sent FREE of charge only to those who make a written request on company or school letterhead. Address inquiries to ALVIN & COMPANY, INC., Windsor, Connecticut.

MASTIC TILE PUBLISHES

GRAPHIC BROCHURE OF 1959 ARCHITECTS COMPETITION

Vails Gate, N. Y.—Mastic Tile Division, The Ruberoid Co. announces the publication of the complete brochure of the winners in its 1959 Architects Competition, "Better Living for the Middle Income Family." The competition engendered such intense and continued interest, that Mastic is presenting the information in a brochure for ready reference for architects, site planners, tract developers, community officials, and others who have expressed a desire for this information.

The three-color brochure includes the winning entry designs in dramatic, large-page reproductions. All details of site and buildings may be clearly read. The designs serve as inspiration both to professional architects and students. In addition, the brochure includes a number of entries selected by the jury panel for "publishing"—designs deemed of unusual interest and worthy of note for a particular theme or detail of the presentation.

The brochure further includes a booklet, which is an amplification of notes and schedules of the published submissions. It is ready at hand in a convenient pocket in the back of the brochure.

The loose-leaf type of binding encloses pages 11"x14" in size, many of which are folded over so that the entire design is reproduced in larger detail.

Mastic's 1959 First Annual Architects Competition was a challenge to the nation's architects, to provide well-designed homes in well-planned communities for families of modest means. The solutions in the brochure chart how these objectives may be achieved.

Architects may obtain a copy by writing directly to Vails Gate; and the brochure is available also from Mastic Tile offices throughout the country.
whether you are interested in
... pleasing appearance or
Structural Strength and Economy...

Eighteen inches by five feet wide Prestressed
Double "T" Roof Deck and four inch Flat slabs . . .
ten foot span over corridors.

... Precast and Prestressed Concrete
may hold the answer to your
structural and architectural problems

Northeast Concrete Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 26 Plainville, Massachusetts
TELEPHONE MYrtle 9-2781

"HOME LIGHTING HANDBOOK"
Progress Manufacturing Co. announces
the publication of the "HOME LIGHTING HANDBOOK," a 36-page handbook
whose aim is to bring to the public the
best new home lighting ideas from the
drawing boards of top ranking designers
and architects, the inter-relationship be­­
tween today's decor and modern lighting
design.
The "HOME LIGHTING HANDBOOK" confirms the fact that home lighting, to­­
day, is a skill that relies upon good de­­
sign, a knowledge of furnishings and
home planning. Its colorfully illustrated
pages, its informative and readable text, bring to the reader literally scores of
exciting and advanced home lighting ap­­
plications.
Free copies of the Progress "HOME LIGHTING HANDBOOK" may be ob­­
tained from Progress Manufacturing Co.,

MACO-FORM
Availability of a four-page bulletin fully
describing MACO-FORM for concrete
roof and floor slabs has been announced
by Macomber, Inc., Canton, Ohio.

MACO-FORM is a standard one-half-inch by 26-inch corrugated sheet with
two and one-half-inch corrugations, avail­­
able in 24, 26, and 28 gage. Corrugated
sheets are available in lengths of 8', 9',
and 10' in black or galvanized finish. MACO-FORM is anchored with
hardened screw nails, button welding, or
plug welding through welding washers.
The bulletin contains load tables and
installation instructions. For a copy of
the MACO-FORM bulletin write to:
A. S. Fogg, Sales Promotion Manager,
Macomber, Inc., Canton, Ohio.

Rubin
RUBIN GLASS & MIRROR
COMPANY
280 WASHINGTON STREET
BRIGHTON 35, MASSACHUSETTS

* Please send further information

Name
Address
City

"QUALITY
Sliding glass doors that
offer PLUS VALUES"

For COMMERCIAL SHOWROOMS,
APARTMENTS & MOTELS — HOMES —
MODERN or TRADITIONAL

Sliding glass doors by ALWINTITE is truly a fine quality
doors . . . . constructed from heavy gauge aluminum
exteriors with an ALWINTITE finish. Designed for either
sheet glass or insulating glass. Carried in stock for im­­
mediate shipment.

DISTRIBUTED IN NEW ENGLAND
BY RUBIN GLASS & MIRROR CO.
Acoustical Contractors Inc.

** DISTRIBUTORS and APPLICATORS of ACoustICAL PRODUCTS **

FOR ESTIMATES CALL
STadium 2-9496
STadium 2-9497

80 HOLTON STREET, BRIGHTON 35, MASSACHUSETTS

Long Spans... call for

**PRE-STRESS DOUBLE-T CONCRETE BEAMS**


Fabricated Double-Tees — N. E. Concrete Pipe Corp.

Serving New England Over Thirty-One Years

PLANTS
DEDHAM PLANT — LASell 7-4560
NEWTON PLANT — LASell 7-4560

New England Concrete Pipe Corp.
NEWTON UPPER FALLS • MASSACHUSETTS • LASell 7-4560
## CONTRACTS AWARDED

### MASSACHUSETTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGAWAM</td>
<td>Munson &amp; Mallis</td>
<td>Manufacturing Plant</td>
<td>$496,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARLINGTON</td>
<td>Fontaine Bros., Chicopee</td>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>$740,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANTON</td>
<td>Grande &amp; Son, Inc., Malden</td>
<td>Nurses Home</td>
<td>$806,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICOPPE</td>
<td>E. J. Pinney Co., Springfield</td>
<td>Vocational High School</td>
<td>$806,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMINGHAM</td>
<td>M. A. Dyer, Boston</td>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>$992,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANBY</td>
<td>Perkins &amp; Will, White Plains, New York</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>$1,116,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDEN</td>
<td>E. J. Pinney Co., Springfield</td>
<td>High School Addn.</td>
<td>$907,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDWAY</td>
<td>L. W. Briggs Assoc., Inc., Worcester</td>
<td>Junior-Senior High School</td>
<td>$1,257,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH ADAMS</td>
<td>Kurstlund, LeNormand &amp; Quinn, Inc., Worcester</td>
<td>Federal Housing Project</td>
<td>$1,354,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROXBURY</td>
<td>John Guarino, Boston</td>
<td>Housing for the Elderly</td>
<td>$1,174,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH HADLEY</td>
<td>M. S. Kellisher, Boston</td>
<td>Intermediate School</td>
<td>$1,084,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGFIELD</td>
<td>Munson, Mallis, Bradley, Patterson</td>
<td>Science Bldg.</td>
<td>$492,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST ROXBURY</td>
<td>A. R. Green &amp; Son, Inc., Holyoke</td>
<td>Research Lab Addn.</td>
<td>$396,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORCESTER</td>
<td>Granger Constr. Co., Inc., Worcester</td>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>$728,650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONNECTICUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLOOMFIELD</td>
<td>Russell &amp; Gibson &amp; Von Dohen, West Hartford</td>
<td>Town Hall</td>
<td>$429,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGEPORT</td>
<td>Edwin Moss &amp; Son, Inc., Bridgeport</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>$146,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENWICH</td>
<td>Munson, Mallis, Bradley, Patterson</td>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>$263,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTFORD</td>
<td>A. R. Green &amp; Son, Inc., Holyoke</td>
<td>Ice Skating Rink</td>
<td>$291,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIDEN</td>
<td>Romeoo &amp; Romeo, Larchmont, N. Y.</td>
<td>Low Rent Housing Project</td>
<td>$1,763,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWALK</td>
<td>A. A. Canzler, Danbury</td>
<td>Schilling &amp; Goldbecker, New Haven</td>
<td>$636,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWICH</td>
<td>Leon R. Levy, Norwalk</td>
<td>Faultage Constr. Co., Inc., Bridgeport</td>
<td>$499,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERBURY</td>
<td>J. S. Nasin Co., Williamstic</td>
<td>Golf Club House Bldg.</td>
<td>$1,465,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST HARTFORD</td>
<td>Victor F. Atkins, Waterbury</td>
<td>Library Addn. and Alts.</td>
<td>$155,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WETHERSFIELD</td>
<td>Ebbets, Frd &amp; Prentice, Hartford</td>
<td>Labor Department Bldg.</td>
<td>$2,770,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILTON</td>
<td>Caproni Assoc., New Haven</td>
<td>Manufacturing Bldg.</td>
<td>$1,250,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MAINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIDDEFORD</td>
<td>Spencer &amp; Tuttle, Portland</td>
<td>High School &amp; Gym</td>
<td>$800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARMINGTON</td>
<td>Raymond A. Plante, Biddeford</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>$330,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRFAIR</td>
<td>James H. Ritchie &amp; Assoc., Boston</td>
<td>Housing for the Elderly</td>
<td>$398,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREEPORT</td>
<td>Allied Engineering Inc., Portland</td>
<td>School Addn.</td>
<td>$1,174,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANDON</td>
<td>Julian Goodrich, Burlington</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>$817,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRFAIR</td>
<td>William H. DeLong, Middlebury</td>
<td>School Addn.</td>
<td>$107,691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VERMONT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRANDON</td>
<td>Roland M. Whitfield, Burlington</td>
<td>Elementary School Addn.</td>
<td>$1,174,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRFAIR</td>
<td>Davis Constr. Co., S. Burlington</td>
<td>Elementary School Addn.</td>
<td>$1,174,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## WHY TAKE A CHANCE?

**ROOF WITH THE BEST:**
Koppers Coal-Tar Pitch Built-Up Roofing

- **REALY WATERPROOF** . . . Coal-Tar Pitch is the only roofing material that doesn't soak up water: even on pond roofs!
- **OUTLIVES BOND PERIOD** . . . Koppers roofs have consistently outlived their bonds by 10, 20, even 30 years!
- **SELF-HEALING** . . . Coal-Tar Roofs have “cold flow”; the ability to heal small cracks and checks that plague other roofs.
- **TIME-PROVEN** . . . More than half a century of experience has proved coal-tar pitch the best roofing material.

For further information on quality roofing materials, write or phone

**GILFOY DISTRIBUTING COMPANY**
640 Main Street, Cambridge 39, Mass.
Phone: UNIVERSITY 4-5620
specially detailed concrete block walls

... designed for:

SAMMY WHITE'S BOWLING ALLEY
BRIGHTON—MASSACHUSETTS

MASON CONTRACTOR
STRONGHOLD MASONRY COMPANY
NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Thousands of concrete block were supplied by Massachusetts Cement Block Company... the foremost manufacturer or block in New England for one of the foremost recreational buildings in the nation. Massachusetts Cement Block was selected to fulfill the quality and service required by the Architect and Builder for this well-known project. Your requirement can be just as carefully fulfilled by specifying Massachusetts Cement Block.

Call ExPort 6-5030 — connecting all departments

MASSACHUSETTS CEMENT BLOCK COMPANY
909 FELLSWAY, MEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS

Manufacturing
NORLITE - WAYLITE - DURAGLAZE
CINDER & CONCRETE BLOCK
RANCH STONE AND PATIO BLOCK IN SEVEN DECORATOR COLORS
Confidence in Concrete

ROSENFIELD CONCRETE COMPANY—Our Ready-Mixed Concrete has been used on hundreds of outstanding construction projects such as Shoppers' World, Framingham; Army Quartermaster Corps, Natick; Wellesley College; Brandeis University; Arlington High School and Lexington High School.

ROSENFIELD CONCRETE COMPANY rapidly and dependably services your job from any of four strategically located plants in Milford, Ashland, Walpole and Waltham.

ROSENFIELD CONCRETE COMPANY has the finest and most modern Electronic Computing and Weighing Equipment available, for your most exacting daily requirements and specifications.

ROSENFIELD CONCRETE COMPANY is easily recognized as one of the largest manufacturers of Ready-Mixed Concrete, utilizing the latest and largest fleet of truck mixers and manned by competent, safety-minded operators.

ROSENFIELD CONCRETE COMPANY

HOME OFFICE: MILFORD • MASSACHUSETTS

DIRECT PHONES CONNECTING ALL PLANTS

MILFORD • GREENLEAF 3-7200
SUPPLIES

STONE
FOR EVERY BUILDING PURPOSE

SHRINE OF THE WAY OF THE CROSS
FRANCISCAN MONASTERY • Kennebunkport, Maine

WEYMOUTH SEAMFACE AND SPLITFACE
GRANITE • CRAB ORCHARD • TENNESSEE
MARBLE • NORTH CAROLINA & VERMONT
MARBLES • NEW YORK AND PENNSYLVANIA
BLUESTONES • SANDSTONE • SLATE

VENEERS — Interior & Exterior
TERRACES • PATIOS •
PLANTERS • SILLS
FIREPLACE — Mantels & Hearths

PLYMOUTH QUARRIES, INC.
MAIL ADDRESS: EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS.
PLANT: 410 WHITING ST., RTE. 3, HINGHAM
TELEPHONE: EDgewater 5-3686

ORDER YOUR GIFT
SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW!
PAY IN JANUARY
1 YEAR $5.00 2 YEARS $8.00

Special Christmas Rates for 1958 ...

Your Christmas gift, a subscription to the NEW ENGLAND ARCHITECT and BUILDER ILLUSTRATED, a bright, new gift that will last through the New Year. Let us send our special card to your friends or customers:

$5.00 for one subscription
$4.00 for each additional gift up to ten
$2.50 for ten or more — half-price

Group subscription rate applies
$2.50 for one year or $4.00 for two years.

Multiple gift prices apply only when ordered at the same time.
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DeMambro PRESENTS
Another ingenious application of sound
to the communication needs of industry
FROM STROMBERG-CARLSON

Key-municator... A brand new concept in
loudspeaking intercom... stretches your hours by splitting seconds

A MARVEL OF TRANSISTORIZING
The series 1200 measures a
mere 12" wide by 10" deep by
4½" high and harmonizes with
and enhances any office decor.
Advanced electronic circuitry
and the latest telephone type re­
lays and switches go together in
KEY-MUNICATOR to provide
long hours of exacting trouble­
free use.

Easy installation is always an econ­
omy, and with KEY-MUNICATOR
two features provide this—common­
twisted pair wiring eliminates diffi­
cult to install shielded lines. Screw
type terminals speed connections to
building wiring. KEY-MUNICATOR
makes possible sizable cost reductions
in both material and labor during in­
stallation. "There is nothing finer
than a STROMBERG-CARLSON."

DISTRIBUTED BY DeMambro
SOUND EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
1095 COMMONWEALTH AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone ALgonquin 4-7870

BRANCH OFFICES IN: Worcester, Brockton, Lawrence, Leominster, Fitchburg, Salem & Hyannis, Massachusetts
— Providence, R. I. — Keene, Dover, Manchester, New Hampshire.

SPECIALISTS FOR SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
modern construction methods require modern SAN-Vel facilities...

NEW PLANT FACILITIES OF SAN-VEL CONCRETE CORP.

...for prestressed / precast CONCRETE

New England's most modern prestressing facilities. Two Universal prestressing beds plus two Double-Tees and Flat slab prestressing beds. The Universal beds are equipped to manufacture any type of prestressed Beams, Piles, etc.

All operations remotely controlled by a system of electric command installed in a specially designed control room.

Further information and specifications upon request.

SAN-VEL CONCRETE CORP.
LITTLETON • MASSACHUSETTS

PHONE: HUNter 6-3501 — BOSTON — CAPitol 7-9898